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NVI, LLC Mid-continent Business Unit under New Management
Northglenn, CO – August 24, 2017 -- Over the past
seven years, William "Billy" Schneider, Northeast U.S.
Regional Director, and David Chamberlain, Northeast
General Manager, along with their team of highly capable,
experienced, and loyal Operations Managers, Safety
Officers, RSO’s, Quality Compliance Auditors and best in
class technicians have built NVI's Northeast Business
Unit into one of the company's most valuable assets. This
Business Unit, with locations in Pittsburgh, PA and
Buffalo, NY, serves a vast array of industrial clients,
ranging from rail, manufacturing, machining, upstream,
midstream, downstream, fabrication, refrigeration, utility
and power generation. The primary service lines in this
market are NDT services, both conventional and
advanced services, API, NACE, Mechanical Integrity
services, Useful Life Asset Evaluations, Cathodic
Protection Surveys, and Installations, as well as full-service Heat Treatment, Failure Analysis, and associated
Metallurgical Services.
Based on the success, NVI LLC's President and Chief Executive Officer, James Cloutier wishes to announce that this
team will have direct oversight of NVI's Mid-continent Business Unit based in Northglenn, CO. Mr. Cloutier states, “It
is a wonderful thing to see previous and current clients of NVI reach out to Billy and David to request NVI’s services in
other markets in the U.S. Based on this and other beneficial factors, it feels like the perfect fit for further expansion of
NVI’s services into this solid market. We have been working in Colorado since 2007 and foresees a very bright future
moving forward for this large-scale commitment in the mid-continent area. There is a definite need for quality NDT and
personnel capable of exceptional production levels, and that’s what NVI is aiming to deliver, both with advanced and
conventional NDT methods along with our other broad industrial service lines”.
With the excitement of this transition, our primary focus and goal is still to provide the best highly trained individuals
and superior production levels to keep our clients satisfied and the life of their asset long-lasting.

NVI, LLC
NVI, LLC, a privately owned nationwide industrial solutions provider, has achieved an unequaled reputation for quality,
responsiveness, and safety. We are a source provider to thousands of companies in industries such as marine,
fabrication, offshore, pipeline, and petrochemical. With our highly trained personnel, you can count on NVI, LLC to
propose the exact solution that best meets the needs of your project. At NVI, LLC, we will continue to invest in our
people, processes, and equipment.
For additional information regarding our company please visit our website at www.nvindt.com.
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